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                                         bsdmag.org
                                             - FreeBSD, BSD, web servers :  BSD magazine www.bsdmag.org
                                        BSD magazine is a quarterly totally devoted to different distros of BSD. The magazine comes with a DVD with the latest BSD distribution. It is addressed both to people taking their first steps with different BSD systems and for experienced users. It ...
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                                        Webwiki finds websites on various topics and keywords. Simply enter your search term or select a website category.
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                                         docstoc.com
                                             - Docstoc – Documents, Templates, Forms, Ebooks, Papers & Presentations
                                        Docstoc is a community for people to find and share professional documents.  Find free legal documents and free business documents.
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                                             - Twittweb - gathering realtime news
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                                         valgrind.org
                                             - Valgrind Home
                                        Official Home Page for valgrind, a suite of tools for debugging and profiling. Automatically detect memory management and threading bugs, and perform detailed profiling.  The current stable version is valgrind-3.6.1.
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                                         redhat.com
                                             - redhat.com | The World's Open Source Leader
                                        Red Hat is the world
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                                         websecuritycomputernetworking.blogspot.com
                                             - tutorial about web security computer networking
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